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In this appendix, we first present our analysis of the ef-
fect of the quality of the segmentation map (control input)
on the VCoder’s performance in Appendix A. Next, we pro-
vide details about obtaining ground-truth texts for the object
order perception task along with the process to compute the
depth score in Appendix B. Lastly, we share analysis on
the per-image object counts about the COST dataset in Ap-
pendix C.

A. Control Through Segmentation Map
We study the effect of segmentation map quality on object
identification performance. Specifically, instead of using
DiNAT-L OneFormer [4] to obtain the segmentation map,
we use the relatively worse segmentation models: ResNet-
50 [2] based Mask R-CNN [3], Panoptic-FPN [5], and
Swin-L [6] based Mask2Former [1] for the instance and
panoptic object identification task, respectively. As shown
in Tab. I, we notice a considerable drop in performance with
maps from Mask R-CNN and Panoptic FPN. However, the
drop in performance is much lower with maps from a rela-
tively newer and better Mask2Former model, demonstrating
the importance of the segmentation map’s quality.

As shown in Fig. I, the inaccuracy in the segmentation
map may result in the VCoder’s failure. Exploring ways
to reduce the over-dependency on control inputs to handle
inaccurate context from the perception modalities would be
interesting.

B. Object Order Perception
In this section, we present the process of obtaining the
ground truth ordering of objects in an image using segmen-
tation and depth maps. Then, we share details about the
logic used to compute the depth score (DS).

B.1. Obtaining Ground Truth

To obtain the ground truth order for objects in an image,
we utilize the fact that each pixel in a depth map (from DI-
NOv2 [8] DPT [9]) represents the distance [7] of that pixel
from the camera. Therefore, as shown in Fig. II, we use

Seg Model Year CS (↑) HS (↓)

Instance Object Identification

OneFormer [4] CVPR 2023 71.1 26.9
Mask R-CNN [3] ICCV 2017 61.9 (-9.2) 39.8 (+12.9)

Panoptic Object Identification

OneFormer [4] CVPR 2023 86.0 12.8
Mask2Former [1] CVPR 2022 76.5 (-9.5) 26.1 (+13.3)
Panoptic FPN [5] CVPR 2019 64.2 (-21.8) 33.3 (+20.5)

Table I. Ablation on Quality of Segmentation Map. Using seg-
mentation maps from older models like Mask R-CNN [3] and
Panoptic-FPN [5] as the control input results in a performance
drop due to the relatively low quality of the maps.

the binary object masks (from OneFormer’s [4] panoptic
prediction) to first obtain the corresponding regions in the
depth map. Next, for each object region, we calculate the
maximum pixel value representing the distance of the ob-
ject’s farthest point from the camera. Finally, we sort the
values obtained in the previous in an ascending order to ob-
tain the final order, starting with the closest object and end-
ing with the farthest object. As mentioned in ??, we append
a number to the object name to represent the relative order
of objects belonging to the same category.

B.2. Depth Score

In Fig. III, we share the python code to compute the depth
score given the ground truth and prediction for object orders
in an image. Particularly, we first obtain the position of ob-
jects belonging to all categories and then compute the abso-
lute difference using the position values for objects belong-
ing to the same category in the ground truth and prediction.
Note that to handle different numbers of objects in the pre-
diction and ground truth, we use the position value as 100
for unmatched objects. We average the obtained score over
all images to obtain the final depth score.
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USER
What objects can be seen in the image?

The objects present in the image are
floor, umbrella, ten people, two handbags.

VCoder
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Figure I. Failure Case. VCoder returns the wrong response when
the input segmentation mask (control input) is inaccurate.

The depth order for objects present

in the image is: frisbee, person,

person-2, car, tree, house, grass.

OneFormer

DINOv2 DPT

Figure II. Data Engine to obtain Object Order GT. We calcu-
late the maximum pixel value inside each object’s region using the
depth and segmentation maps. We sort the obtained values in an
ascending order to obtain the final object order.

C. Object Counts in COST Dataset

We show the plots for the per-image total object count dis-
tribution in the train and val splits of our COST dataset
in Fig. IV. We observe that there exists a long tail beyond
the object count of 25. Based on this observation, we ex-
press the need for a more scaled effort at collecting object-
level perception datasets for training MLLMs to make them

excel (without extra pre-processing) at counting in cluttered
scenes that may contain many more objects.
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1 def calculate_per_image_depth_score(gt, pred):
2 position_gt, order_num = _get_order(gt)
3 position_pred, _ = _get_order(pred)
4 depth_distance = []
5

6 for object in position_gt.keys():
7 if position_pred is not None and object in position_pred.keys():
8 order_pred = position_pred[object]
9 order_gt = position_gt[object]

10 # pad the object specific position list to make with 100 to make them equal for prediction
and ground-truth

11 if len(order_gt) < len(order_pred):
12 order_gt.extend([100] * (len(order_pred) - len(order_gt)))
13 elif len(order_pred) < len(order_gt):
14 order_pred.extend([100] * (len(order_gt) - len(order_pred)))
15 for i, j in zip(order_gt, order_pred):
16 depth_distance.append(abs(i - j))
17 else:
18 depth_distance.append(100)
19 # normalize the score based on the total number of objects in the image
20 return sum(depth_distance) / order_num
21

22 # helper function to calculate the order position of the objects in the image
23 def _get_order(text):
24 order_num = 1 # order number of the object
25 positions = {}
26 # obtain object nouns
27 nouns = _obtain_nouns(text)
28 for noun in nouns:
29 # obtain only object noun (person) from words like person-2
30 object = noun.split("-")[0].strip()
31 if object not in positions.keys():
32 positions[object] = [order_num]
33 else:
34 positions[object].append(order_num)
35 order_num += 1
36 return positions, order_num - 1

Figure III. Computing Depth Score for a given Image.
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Figure IV. Total Object Counts per image in the COST train and val splits. We observe that our COST dataset does not include
images with more than 60 objects and has a long tail beyond the object count of 25.


